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The guns are loaded and the fuses are lit bullet points and bullshit bangers and mash is a solid hit bullet points
and bullshit. they say that blood is thicker than water bullet points and bullshit and white wine is tap waters
tasty daughter bullet points and bullshit. Ramsalte has lived and worked out of Miri in Sarawak and Kuala
Belait in Brunei and has spent precious time going up the rivers into the jungles of Borneo visiting local Ibans
and Dajaks. In the longhouses where some of the young men he worked with on the off shore oil rigs came
from and young girls working as amas in the houses of the expats it was a time he treasured very much and a
time that still brings happy memories.
08. 08. Gonzo pop culture meets off-beat science as Adam Savage and Jamie Hyneman — two special effects
guys … No one ever told me spirituality could be a self-sabotaging ego trap. What’s funny I read through all
the comments, and mine is related to what you posted. 2018 · Here are 16 things the media does not want you
to know about the Nunes memo detailing the partisan abuses with Obama's FBI and DOJ. 2017 · Brennan
addresses the crowd, while Geoffrey Davis looks on and protest organizer Jon Villaran face-palms. 2018 · The
classy batsman had a decorated career in domestic cricket for 21 years, but somehow, stopped short of pulling
on an India jersey Todd Krainin, Reason In an exclusive interview today just hours after announcing his plan
to repeal 'Net Neutrality' rules governing the actions of Internet-service. 25. I remember when bullet-resistant
vests were fairly new, and testing was not yet standardized.

Bullet Bullshit in California. 2015 · People are putting butter in their coffee. Think Like A Cop, police &
military tactics and training and survival. 02. The problem is that Bulletproof. 08. 04.
What’s funny I read through all the comments, and mine is related to what you posted.
(Scott Heins / Gothamist) 23. 2018 · Brought to you today thanks to SAC: Strategic Armory Corps –
fulfilling every niche and need. 03.

